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Figure 9. La Regadora by Arqbag and Poma Arquitectura. Top: typical plan showing dwellings to the left of the circulation 

core and common areas to the right. Below left: View from the entrance corridor. Below right: Structural diagram, an 

alignment of structural and spatial organization allows maximum flexibility in use and adaptation. Source: courtesy of 

Arqbag and Poma Arquitectura. 

Finally, La Quinta Força by Llindarquitectura and Avilla-Royo propose the building 

as an infrastructural space that allows a further shift of dwelling definition from a regular 

unit or nuclear household flats to cluster living or extended family units. This redefines 

the “house” as an elastic space in which house size and limits between private and shared 

spaces can be redefined over time. A large green facade permits the cooperative to change 

the image of the building and incorporates a phytodepuration system for greywater reuse. 

The project also challenges the current regulations of the Technical Building Code (DB-

HR, modification 732/2019) [23] that determine acoustic requirements according to the 

boundaries of dwellings—with different requirements between rooms depending on 

whether they belong to the same dwelling or not—by locating all bedrooms in the build-

ing’s “silent” zone (Figure 10). 

Figure 9. La Regadora by Arqbag and Poma Arquitectura. Top: typical plan showing dwellings to
the left of the circulation core and common areas to the right. Below left: View from the entrance
corridor. Below right: Structural diagram, an alignment of structural and spatial organization allows
maximum flexibility in use and adaptation. Source: courtesy of Arqbag and Poma Arquitectura.
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Figure 10. La Quinta Força by Llindarquitectura and Avilla-Royo. Top: plan. Below left: the building is presented without 

boundaries between dwellings as an open plan to be defined by the cooperative. Below right: the dwelling’s boundaries 

can be redefined over time and respond to different household structures such as nuclear family, extended family or 

cluster living. Source: Courtesy of Llindarquitectura and Avilla-Royo. 

Still in the early design phase, these three projects will be essential to testing the 

wider feasibility of cooperative housing. It will clarify the opportunities arising from 

dweller participation in a communitarian project, if the initial collective engagement can 

be sustained long-term and if the administration will support necessary regulatory 

changes to make cooperative housing viable at a larger scale. It will further be a test of 

how to improve the collaboration and negotiation between the administration and hous-

ing cooperatives. 

3.6. A Regulatory Understanding of the Role of Dwellers 

Greater involvement and agency of dwellers throughout the lifetime of a project is a 

key feature of new housing cooperatives in Barcelona. This is also an important driver in 

the ongoing transformation of the model. A self-managed procurement requires direct 

and collective processes of civic engagement, which can open up new, unexpected oppor-

tunities and solutions during the design phases. Thus, dwellers as a collective, determine 

the level of engagement and innovation they want to commit to, whether in typological, 

material, social, economic or managerial terms. They do so at their own risk without the 

restrictions set by conservative risk assessments common to other forms of housing pro-

curement. 

The occupant is commonly assumed by building regulations as passive. This is par-

ticularly evident in environmental strategies: while light-weight structures that can im-

prove energy performance are discouraged in public housing, La Borda’s data on their 
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